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An HEVC-Compliant Fast Screen Content
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on Mode Mapping
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Abstract— This paper presents a novel fast transcoding frame-
work to efficiently bridge the state-of-art high efficiency video
coding (HEVC) standard and its screen content coding (SCC)
extension to support the bitstream compatibility over legacy
HEVC devices. By exploiting the side information from the
SCC bitstream, fast mode and partition decisions are made
to accurately translate the novel SCC modes to conven-
tional HEVC modes based on statistical mode mapping tech-
niques. Compared with the full-decoding-full-encoding (FDFE)
solution, the proposed framework achieves on average 51%
and 82% complexity reductions with 0.57% Bjøntegaard-delta
rate (BD-Rate) loss and 9.74% BD-Rate gain under all-intra (AI)
and low-delay (LD) configurations, respectively. Compared with
the direct transcoding reusing intra mode and inter motion, the
proposed mode mapping framework introduces additional 23%
and 6% complexity reductions for AI and LD encoding config-
urations with 0.43% BD-Rate loss and 1.10% BD-Rate saving,
respectively. The proposed solution is extended to support the
single-input-multiple-output screen content adaptive streaming
at the edge clouds, where an SCC bitstream coded in high
quality is transcoded into multiple HEVC bitstreams in reduced
qualities. Our proposed solution achieves on average 49% and
76% complexity reductions with 0.78% BD-Rate loss and 7.40%
BD-Rate gain under AI and LD configurations, respectively.

Index Terms— High efficiency video coding (HEVC), screen
content coding (SCC), video transcoding, fast mode decision,
mode mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

SCREEN content (SC) videos have become popular in
recent years with the development and advances in mobile

technologies and cloud applications, such as shared screen
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collaboration, remote desktop interfacing, cloud gaming, wire-
less display, animation streaming, online education, etc. These
emerging applications create an urgent demand for better
compression technologies and low-latency delivery solutions
for screen content videos.

To exploit the unique signal characteristics of screen content
and develop efficient SC compression solutions, the ISO/IEC
Moving Picture Expert Group and the ITU-T Video Coding
Experts Group, also referred as “Joint Collaborative Team on
Video Coding” (JCTVC), has launched the standardization
of SCC extension [1] on top of the latest video standard -
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [2] since January
2014 and this extension is concluded in 2016 with sig-
nificant research efforts involved from both academia and
industry.

The official JCTVC Screen Content Model software
(SCM) [3] is reported to provide >50% BD-Rate saving
over the HEVC Range Extension (RExt) [1] for computer-
generated contents. Four major coding tools were introduced
and adopted during the standardization, known as “Intra Block
Copy” (IBC) [4], [5], “Palette Coding Mode” (PLT) [6],
“Adaptive Color Transform” (ACT) [7] and “Adaptive Motion
Compensation Precision” (AMCP) [8], [9], respectively.

Recognizing the market demands and SCC efficiency, indus-
trial companies are currently following this new extension
and mostly likely may include these new coding techniques
into their future products. From the consumers’ perspective,
software-based solutions are desired to accommodate the new
bitstream encoded with HEVC-SCC. Therefore, it is critically
important to develop efficient algorithms to bridge the existing
HEVC and its incoming HEVC-SCC extension using video
transcoding (VTC) techniques, especially during the phase
when HEVC and the novel HEVC-SCC bitstreams coexist.

VTC is a useful and mature technology to realize video
adaptation. It converts the incoming bitstream from one ver-
sion to another. During the conversion, many properties from
the source video may change, such as video format, video
bitrate, frame rate, spatial resolution and coding standards
used. In the literature, the conversion within the same standard
(e.g., the spatial re-scaling in H.264/AVC) is referred as
“homogeneous transcoding”, while the conversion between
different standards (e.g., between H.264/AVC and HEVC) is
referred as the “heterogeneous transcoding”. Beyond that, even
additional information could be inserted during transcoding,
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such as watermarking, error resilience, etc. In practice,
a transcoding server can be used to periodically examine
the client’s constraints (e.g., bandwidth, power limit, display
resolution, etc.) and tailor the suitable bitstreams accordingly.

Even though it is possible to use the “trivial” approach,
which first decodes the source bitstream and then completely
re-encodes into the target bitstream, however, such approach
proves inefficient from the complexity point of view. A reason-
able solution should utilize the decoded side information from
the source bitstream to facilitate the re-encoding such that both
the coding efficiency is preserved and the re-encoding speed
is significantly improved.

B. Previous Work

There are a great amount of prior works for HEVC encoder
accelerations, which are quite related to this work. They are
summarized into the following categories.

Category 1 (Mode Reduction): A gradient-based fast mode
decision framework was proposed in [11], which bases on
CU directional histogram analysis to reduce the number
of intra candidates before mode selection. A reported 20%
complexity reduction over HM-4.0 is achieved under this
scheme with negligible coding performance loss for Intra-
frame coding. Another fast intra mode decision algorithm was
proposed in [12], which exploits the directional information
of neighboring blocks to reduce the Intra candidates of the
current CU. Up to 28% complexity reduction is reported over
HM-1.0 with insignificant coding performance loss for Intra-
frame coding. The HM test model software adopted [13] to
reduce Intra-frame coding candidates. Firstly, a rough mode
decision (RMD) is performed using Hadamard cost to choose
fewer candidates out of 35. Then the extra most probable
modes (MPMs) derived from spatial neighbors will be added
to the previous candidate set if they are not yet included.

Category 2 (Cost Replacement): An entropy-based fast
Coding Tree Unit partition algorithm was proposed in [14],
which replaces heavy Rate-Distortion optimization (RDO) cal-
culation by Shannon entropy calculation. A 60% complexity
reduction is reported using this algorithm with a BD-rate loss
of 3.8% for Intra-frame coding. In [13], Hadamard cost is used
for Intra RMD without fully formulating the RD cost. This
approach significantly reduces the intra coding complexity.

Category 3 (Fast Partition Termination): A fast CU splitting
decision scheme was proposed in [15], using weighted SVM
decision for early CU partition termination for both Intra-
frame and Inter-frame coding. A complexity reduction of
over 40% is reported over HM-6.0. Another fast termina-
tion algorithm was proposed in [16], using texture complex-
ity of neighboring blocks to eliminate unnecessary partition
of the current CU. A 23% encoder speed-up on average
is reported over HM-9.0 for Intra-frame coding. Another
work by Zhang and Ma [17] includes a set of early ter-
mination criteria for HEVC intra coding based on experi-
mental observation and simulation results. To determine the
splitting decision, encoder will do a 1-level RD evaluation
by comparing current CU Hadamard cost with the com-
bined Hadamard cost of 4 sub-CUs without further splitting.

Zhang and Ma [18] further proposed an improved 3-step
fast HEVC Intra coding algorithm. At the RMD step,
a 2:1 down-sampled Hadamard transform is used to approx-
imate the encoding cost followed by a progressive mode
refinement and early termination verification. It reports
on average 38% complexity reduction over HM-6.0 with
2.9% BD-rate loss for Intra-frame coding.

Category 4 (Fast Search Algorithm): A number of fast
motion estimation (ME) algorithms have been proposed
in the past years, including multi-step search [19], [20],
diamond search [21], cross-diamond search [22], hexagon
search [23], etc. These algorithms follow different search
patterns to reduce the number of search points for inter-
frame coding. In HEVC Test Model software (HM), Enhanced
Predictive Zonal Search (EPZS) [24] is incorporated to reduce
encoder complexity, in which prediction is continuously
refined within local search using a small diamond or square
pattern and the updated best vector becomes the new search
center.

These prior works were mainly proposed for natural video
coding without considering the unique signal properties of
screen contents, which typically contain limited distinct colors,
sharper edges, repetitive graphical patterns, less complicated
textures and irregular motion fields. Besides, these works did
not take into account the newly-introduced coding modes
(e.g., IBC or PLT). Therefore, the conventional fast algorithms
cannot be directly applied onto SCC.

There are a few recent works proposed specifically for
SCC fast encoding. Li and Xu presented a fast algorithm for
AMCP [25], to quickly determine the frame type (namely,
SC image or Natural image), based on the percentage analysis
of “smooth blocks”, “collocated blocks”, “matched blocks”
and “other blocks” (i.e., the blocks that do not belong to
the previous three categories). Kwon and Budagavi [26] pro-
posed a fast IBC search algorithm, by imposing restrictions
on IBC search range, search directions and motion com-
pensation precision. There are also several works on hash-
based fast search algorithms for IBC mode and Inter mode
coding [27]–[29]. Tsang, Chan and Siu proposed a Simple
Intra Prediction (SIP) scheme [30] to bypass Rough Mode
Decision (RMD) and RDO processing for the smooth SC
regions, whose CU boundary samples are exactly the same.
Lee et al. [31] proposed a fast Transform Skip Mode Deci-
sion framework for SCC, by enforcing IBC block with zero
coded block flag (CBF) to be encoded with transform skip
mode. Zhang, Guo and Bai proposed a Fast Intra Partition
Algorithm [32] for SCC, using the CU entropy and the CU
coding bits to determine the CU partition for Intra-frame
coding. In a recent work proposed by Zhang et al. [33],
temporal CU depth correlations are exploited to determine the
CU partition. In our previous work [10] and [34], we propose
to use supervised machine learning (ML) techniques to make
fast CU partition and mode decisions based on the CU low-
level statistical features.

Beyond these above-mentioned fast encoding solutions,
VTC fast algorithms benefit greatly from re-utilizing the
decoded side information, including block partitions, cod-
ing modes, residuals, transform coefficients, etc. In [35],
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Fig. 1. SCC-HEVC transcoding framework.

a video transcoding overview is presented from a system
perspective, with spatial and temporal resolution reduction,
DCT-domain down-conversion introduced. When HEVC is
introduced in 2013, a huge amount of VTC studies were redi-
rected into “H.264/AVC - HEVC” conversion. For instance,
Peixoto et al. proposed several machine learning and statistics
based schemes (e.g., [36]–[38]) to improve HEVC re-encoding
speed. In their papers, H.264/AVC Macroblocks (MBs) are
mapped into HEVC coding units based on the distribution
of motion vectors (MVs) through online or offline training.
Incorporated with statistics-based fast termination criteria, the
proposed schemes could introduce a >3× encoder speedup
with a 4% BD-Rate loss compared with the trivial transcoder.
Diaz-Honrubia et al. also proposed a series of fast VTC
schemes (e.g., [39], [40]) to exploit H.264/AVC decoded side
information for HEVC CU partition decision based on a
Naïve-Bayes (NB) classifier, specifically for CUs with size
32×32 and 64×64, whereas for the smaller CUs, the proposed
transcoder simply mimics the H.264/AVC coding behaviors.
A quantitative speed-up of 2.5× is reported with 5% BD-Rate
penalty. In [41], a HEVC fast transcoder is proposed based
on block homogeneity prediction. Residuals and MV con-
sistencies are utilized to represent the homogeneity of target
region and decide the CU partition. Another similar work [42]
proposed by Zheng uses mean absolute deviations (MAD) of
residual and sum of absolute residual (SAR) as the homogene-
ity indicator to early terminate CU partition. A 57% com-
plexity reduction is achieved with 2.2% BD-Rate loss.
In [43], a mode merging and mapping solution is presented
using H.264/AVC block motion vector (MV) variance and
mode conditional probabilities to predict HEVC merge deci-
sions. A 50% complexity reduction is reported with negligible
BD-Rate loss.

C. Our Contributions

Though there have been substantial prior research efforts in
video coding and video transcoding acceleration, to our best
knowledge, we are the first research group addressing screen
content transcoding. Our previous paper [14] is the first work
for accelerating SC transcoding, focusing on the HEVC-SCC
forward transcoding for bandwidth reduction consideration.
In this work, we focus on the fast transcoding from SCC
bitstream into HEVC bitstream for the backward compatibility
over the legacy HEVC devices, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Our contributions in this paper are three folds:
Firstly, we conduct extensive statistical studies to analyze

the behaviors of HEVC and SCC encoders over different
screen contents. Such information enables us to better under-
stand the relationships between screen content characteristics
and the codec behaviors (e.g., mode preferences).

Secondly, we propose an ultra-fast SCC-HEVC transcod-
ing solution based on statistical mode mapping techniques.
This is the first work addressing both Intra-frame and Inter-
frame SCC-HEVC transcoding. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed solution achieves a significant
transcoding complexity reduction while preserving the coding
efficiency.

Finally, we further generalize the proposed framework to
support Single-Input-Multiple-Output (SIMO) transcoding for
practical applications over the cloud.

From the hardware perspective, the industry has moved
forward extensively with HEVC-compatible chip deployment.
Though HEVC-SCC provides the state-of-the-art compres-
sion efficiency with remarkable bitrate reduction beyond
HEVC at similar visual quality, the mainstream devices
(e.g., smartphone, tablet, etc.) are only equipped with
hardware-accelerated HEVC decoder, rather than HEVC-SCC
decoder. Therefore, it is extremely useful and demanding to
provide SCC to HEVC transcoding solutions, to potentially
support millions of users whose devices are SCC-incompatible
but HEVC-compatible.

From the application perspective, the basic “Full Decoding
Full Encoding” (FDFE) solution might be sufficient for some
non-realtime applications, e.g., video streaming. However, in
recent years, we have witnessed the explosive growth of
low-delay and real-time screen content applications, such as
cloud gaming, multi-party screen sharing, remote desktop
interfacing, etc. These applications have more stringent latency
requirements and need adaptive bitstream support for diverse
network conditions and diverse device constraints. Compared
with the FDFE solution, our proposed framework demonstrates
the following advantages:

Firstly, the proposed framework can significantly reduce
the transcoding complexity and therefore reduces the end-
to-end (E2E) processing delay, which is important for the
low-latency applications, e.g., cloud gaming, remote desktop
interfacing.

Secondly, the proposed framework fully utilizes the decoded
bitstream side information to make fast mode, partition and
motion search decisions, leading to a significant power saving,
which is critical for battery-powered mobile applications and
software-based transcoding applications.

Finally and importantly, the proposed solution significantly
reduces enterprise maintenance costs for transcoding devices
(e.g., streaming servers). The proposed solution achieves a
5x speedup, potentially leading to 80% server reductions to
fulfill the same workload requirement.

The sequel of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
briefly reviews SCM coding structure, SCC new coding tools
and discusses about the major technical challenges. Section III
provides the statistical studies and behavior analyses of SCC
and HEVC encoders over typical screen contents. Section IV
presents our proposed SCC-HEVC transcoding algorithms.
In Section V, a Single-Input-Multiple-Output (SIMO)
transcoding framework is presented and discussed.
In Section VI, the experimental results and analyses are
presented. This paper concludes in Section VII with some
future work summarized.
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Fig. 2. CU Hierarchical Quadtree partitioning structure of SCM.

II. HEVC SCREEN CONTENT MODEL (SCM):
A BRIEF REVIEW

SCM is the JCTVC official test model software for SCC
extension development. This software is developed upon
HEVC-RExt codebase and supports YUV4:4:4, YUV4:2:0 and
RGB4:4:4 sampling formats. Beyond HEVC, new SCC coding
tools (e.g.: IBC, PLT, ACT, etc.) are introduced to improve
the coding efficiency. Within the scope of this paper, we are
working on SCM-4.0 software and our fast algorithms can be
easily migrated into other SCM releases.

A. SCM Mode and Partition Decision

SCM inherits the same flexible quadtree block partitioning
scheme from HEVC, which enables the flexible combinations
of CUs, Prediction Units (PUs) and Transform Units (TUs)
to adapt to diverse picture contents. CU is the square basic
unit for mode decision. The Coding Tree Unit (CTU) is the
largest CU, of 64x64 pixels by default.

At encoder, pictures are divided into non-overlapping CTUs
and each CTU can be recursively divided into four equal-
sized smaller CUs, until the maximum hierarchical depth is
reached, as shown in Figure 2. At each CU-level, to determine
the optimal encoding parameters (e.g.: partition, mode, etc.),
an exhaustive search is currently employed by comparing RD
costs among different coding modes at the current level and
recursively comparing the minimum RD cost at the current
CU depth against the sum of RD costs of its sub-CUs (each
using best mode and partition). For the rest of this paper, we
will use “CU64” (i.e., CTU), “CU32”, “CU16” and “CU8” to
denote CUs at different depths.

B. SCM New Coding Tools Beyond HEVC

Beyond HEVC, four major encoding tools are integrated
into SCM to compress SC more efficiently.

Intra Block Copy (IBC) [4], [5] is an Intra-frame version
of motion estimation and compensation scheme. To compress
the current PU, the encoder will search over the previously
coded areas (either in restricted area or globally) in the same
frame and find the best matching block. If chosen, a “Block
Vector” (BV) will be signaled, either explicitly or implicitly,
to indicate the relative spatial offset between the best matching
block and the current PU location.

Palette Mode [6] encodes the current CU as a combination
of a color table and the corresponding index map. Color table
stores representative color “triplets” of RGB or YUV. Then the
original pixel block is translated into a corresponding index

Fig. 3. CTU Partition Decision Comparison between SCM and HEVC
(Top: Text CTU coded by SCM-4.0; Bottom: Text CTU coded by HEVC).

map indicating which color entry in the color table is used for
each pixel location.

Adaptive Color Transform [7] converts residual signal from
original RGB or YUV to YCoCg color space. It decorrelates
the color components, reduces the residual signal energy and
therefore improves the coding efficiency.

Adaptive Motion Compensation Precision [8], [9] analyzes
Inter-frame characteristics and categorizes the current frame
into either a “natural video frame” (NVF) or a “screen
content frame” (SCF). For SCF, integer-pixel precision is
applied for motion estimation. For NVF, sub-pixel precision is
applied.

C. HEVC-SCC Fast Transcoding Challenges

Different from the conventional HEVC Intra-modes, SCC
modes are highly dependent on the repetitive graphical patterns
and image colors that previously appeared. This “historical
dependency” makes fast partition decision and VTC mode
mapping much more complicated and challenging. For exam-
ple, in IBC blocks, depending on whether similar pattern
appeared previously, encoding costs of the CUs with the
same or similar pattern but at different locations may vary
significantly. Similarly, for PLT coding mode, depending on
whether similar colors appeared before and how frequent these
colors are, the PLT coding costs of the CUs with the same
or similar pattern but at different locations may vary signif-
icantly. Furthermore, the newly-introduced SCC modes and
coding options enable “inhomogeneous” blocks to be encoded
as a larger block without splitting. As shown in Figure 3,
16x16 textual CUs in the top row are encoded using
PLT mode (in green) directly without splitting into smaller
8x8 Intra CUs (in red) in the bottom row. To conclude, due
to the unique signal characteristics of screen contents and
the designs of PLT and IBC algorithms, existing VTC mode
mapping and fast splitting termination algorithms cannot be
applied to SC transcoding directly. How to accurately map
SCC modes to HEVC modes and efficiently determine the
HEVC partition is a challenging problem, even for human
judgment.

III. SCC AND HEVC CODING STATISTICAL STUDY

In this section, we conduct statistical studies on SC mode
and partition distribution, using HEVC and SCC encoders.
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Fig. 4. Sample frames from SCC standard sequences.

TABLE I

INTRA-FRAME PARTITION STATISTICS

TABLE II

SCM-4.0 INTRA-FRAME MODE STATISTICS

A. Dataset Preparation

Our statistical studies are based on HM-16.4 and SCM-4.0
encoding data using the standard sequences selected by the
experts from JCTVC. These SC sequences cover the most
typical screen contents, such as “Desktop”, “Console”, “Map”,
“SlideShow”, “WebBrowsing”, etc., as shown in Figure 4.

For Intra-frame coding statistical study, we reused the same
sample frames as in our previous work [10]. For inter-frame
coding statistical study, the first 10 frames from each sequence
are encoded using Low-Delay with P-frame (LDP) coding
structure. Only data from the Inter-coded frames are collected.
We assume the mode distribution can be generalized to the
new SC videos. Since that the mode and partition decisions
are quantization dependent, simulation data for QP=22 and
QP=37 are provided for comparison.

B. Intra-Frame Mode and Partition Distribution

The Intra-frame partition distribution using HM-16.4 and
SCM-4.0 are provided in Table I. The Intra-frame mode
distribution statistics using SCM-4.0 is provided in Table II.
Besides, the Intra-frame sub-mode selection distribution using
HM-16.4 is provided in Table III.

C. Inter-Frame Mode and Partition Distribution

The Inter-frame partition distribution using HM-16.4 and
SCM-4.0 are provided in Table IV. The Inter-frame mode dis-
tribution using SCM-4.0 and HM-16.4 are provided in Table V
and Table VI. Similar to our previous work [10], we also

TABLE III

HM-16.4 INTRA SUB-MODE STATISTICS

TABLE IV

INTER-FRAME PARTITION STATISTICS

TABLE V

SCM-4.0 INTER-FRAME MODE STATISTICS

TABLE VI

HM-16.4 INTER-FRAME MODE STATISTICS

TABLE VII

SCM-4.0 MODE COMPLEXITY STATISTICS IN PERCENTAGE

analyze the encoder Inter-frame coding complexity distribution
using CPU tick counters to document the CPU clock cycles
consumed by the target coding mode. Though the complexity
profiling results may differ from platform to platform, we
assume the percentage of each mode will not vary significantly
and should reflect the encoder complexity distribution. The
profiling is conducted over each CU size using different coding
modes during the mode selection process. The distribution is
summarized in Table VII.
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Fig. 5. Ultra-fast SCC-HEVC transcoding system workflow diagram.

D. Statistical Study Discussions
The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. From Table I, the total non-partitioned block percentage

of SCM-4.0 is greater than the percentage using HM-16.4.

It coincides with the reasoning as illustrated in Figure 3,
that the inhomogeneous SC block can be more effi-
ciently coded using IBC or PLT without further split-
ting. Larger CUs are more likely to be partitioned.
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Till CU16, the partition decision using SCC becomes almost
unpredictable.

2. From Table II, SCM-4.0 uses a large proportion of SCC
modes to compress screen contents, particularly in smaller CU
sizes, since smaller CUs can find perfect or good matching
blocks more easily using the IBC modes. It is therefore
desirable to design fast algorithms to accelerate the SC blocks
transcoding, particularly for the IBC-coded blocks.

3. Table III implies the directionality distribution of typical
screen contents. Different from natural videos, SC videos are
more dominated by the purely horizontal and vertical graphical
patterns. The four major Intra sub-modes, i.e., Intra-Planar,
Intra-DC, Intra-Horizontal and Intra-Vertical consume a large
percentage of Intra mode usage (i.e., from >65% up to >90%).

4. For Inter-frame coding, as shown in Table IV, V and VI,
Merge and Skip modes cover a large proportion. Since the
computer-generated contents are mostly noise-free, therefore,
the stationary areas within SC videos are more likely to find
perfect temporal matches than natural videos and therefore
coded in Skip mode.

5. As shown in Table VII, the major Inter-frame complexity
is consumed by Inter modes (i.e., approximately 80%). This
coincides with HM and SCM codec implementation that the
Intra-frame modes can be fast terminated when temporarily a
perfect matching block is found for the current CU. The major
complexity is consumed during the “motion estimation” stage,
in which the motion vectors (MV) are refined progressively
until a convergence at sub-pixel precision.

IV. ULTRA-FAST SCC-HEVC TRANSCODING

In this section, we present our HEVC-SCC fast transcoding
framework, as shown in Figure 5. The proposed fast algorithm
is designed based on mode mapping technique, in which SCC
modes are efficiently mapped into HEVC coding modes.

Firstly, over the flat, smooth or directional SC blocks,
HEVC and SCC will both use Intra mode without further
partitions. Therefore, the transcoder may directly copy the
Intra sub-mode from SCC bitstream and apply to HEVC.

Secondly, over IBC-coded blocks, the decoded block vec-
tors (BV) can be utilized to locate the matching block in the
previously-coded area or in the reference frame. Considering
that the matching block is the same as or similar to the
current CU, therefore, our transcoder can copy or predict the
mode and partition from the matching block and its neighbors.
As shown in Figure 6, if all the 4×4 blocks covered by the
matching block (inside yellow “examination area”) are coded
using the same Intra sub-mode, the current CU (marked as a
green box) can directly copy this Intra sub-mode and terminate
CU splitting. If all the 4×4 blocks are Inter-coded and share
the same MV, the same reference picture list and reference
frame index, the current CU can directly reuse the MV and
reference frame, as illustrated in Figure 7. The final motion
vector mv f inal with respect to the reference frame can be
calculated as in (1), where bv denotes the block vector from
the current CU to its IBC matching block (IBC-MB) inside
the current frame and mvmatching denotes the motion vector
from the IBC-MB to its Inter-frame matching block (Inter-MB)

Fig. 6. Block Vector Reuse for IBC-Intra Mode Mapping Green Block: the
current CU; Black Block in dashed line: the matching Block; Blue Arrow: IBC
Block Vector; Yellow Blocks: Mode Examination Area; Each small square
represents a 4x4 image block.

Fig. 7. Block Vector Reuse for IBC-Inter Mode Mapping Green Box: the
current CU; Yellow Box: IBC Matching Block; Blue Box: IBC Matching
Block’s Inter-frame matching block; Blue Dashed Line: the final “relayed”
motion vector from the current block to the temporal matching block.

Fig. 8. Sample PLT block and corresponding index map illustration.

in the previously-coded frame. The sum of the two terms
indicates the final motion vector from the current CU to its
temporal matching block (i.e., the spatial-temporal relayed
translational offset). Otherwise, if the 4×4 blocks do not share
the same coding mode or the same motion vector, the current
CU will be directly partitioned without going through the
current level CU RDO processing.

mv f inal = mvmatching + bv (1)

Thirdly, over PLT-coded blocks, the decoded index
map (IM) reflects the CU structure and texture directionality,
as shown in Figure 8. When the index map structure is flat,
horizontal or vertical, during transcoding, the HEVC encoder
can directly trigger the corresponding Intra sub-mode and
then terminate CU splitting. Otherwise, the encoder can safely
bypass the Intra mode coding at the current CU depth.

Fourthly, over temporally-predictable blocks, both HEVC
and SCC use Inter mode (e.g., Merge, Skip or Inter) for cod-
ing. Therefore, the transcoder may directly reuse the motion
vector (MV) decoded from the SCC bitstream. Though Merge,
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Skip and Inter modes are neighbor-dependent (i.e., the same
block may derive a different motion vector when its AMVP
or merge candidates change), however, the MV derivation can
be mostly bypassed and therefore the major complexity can
be saved during the motion estimation (ME) stage.

Finally, as previously illustrated in Figure 3, PLT and IBC
modes enable the “inhomogeneous” blocks to be encoded at
a larger CU size. Therefore, an intuitive yet safe transcoding
heuristic is that the coding depth in HEVC should be greater
than the depth in SCC over the same block. For example,
in Figure 3, the optimal coding depth for this SC block is 3
using SCC modes but 4 using only HEVC Intra mode.

To summarize, in our proposed framework, the Intra-mode
and Inter-mode mode decisions are directly inherited from the
SCC bitstream. To be specific, HEVC Intra coding will directly
copy SCC Intra sub-mode. HEVC Inter coding directly reuses
the decoded motion vector. Even though “Advanced Motion
Vector Prediction” (AMVP) and “Block Merging” are both
dependent on the spatial and temporal candidates, however,
the most computationally-expensive motion estimation (ME)
stage, including Enhanced Predictive Zonal Search (EPZS) and
pixel interpolation can be avoided. To better preserve rate-
distortion performance, merge/skip mode is always evaluated
since it is computationally-light and efficient.

For the blocks coded in PLT mode, for simplicity, fast
termination is implemented only over blocks with horizontal
and vertical patterns, which are dominant in SC videos,
whereas the non-directional blocks (e.g., text, icon, etc.) have
to be split into very small Intra blocks to be homogeneous, and
therefore can be safely fast-bypassed at larger CU sizes. Please
note that sometimes flat blocks are sporadically coded using
PLT mode. Such blocks can be treated as a special horizontal
or vertical block in our framework.

For the blocks coded in IBC mode, three fast coding
scenarios are considered. If (a) the blocks in examination area
are all coded in the same Intra mode, the current CU can
directly copy this Intra sub-mode without further partitioning.
If (b) the blocks in the examination area are coded using
the same temporal candidate block (i.e., requiring the same
reference list, reference picture index and motion vector), then
the “relayed” motion vector (as illustrated in Figure 7) will be
used to derive the final MV from the current CU to its temporal
matching block. Since IBC mode is used frequently in both
Intra-frame and Inter-frame coding, such design provides a
significant speedup. If neither condition (a) nor (b) is met,
the IBC-coded block can be directly partitioned. Please note
that in SCM-4.0, IBC and Inter are unified for hardware
re-utilization. Namely, IBC mode is treated as a special Inter
mode with the reference frame restricted to the current frame
and the reference area restricted to the previously-encoded
area in the current frame. Therefore, for the “mixed” blocks
(i.e., partially coded in Inter mode and partially coded in IBC
mode), we still treat them as “partitioned blocks” and bypass
the current level RDO.

V. SINGE-INTPUT-MULTIPLE-OUTPUT SC TRANSCODING

To accommodate heterogeneous end users over different
networks (e.g., WiFi, LTE, etc.), as illustrate in Figure 9,

Fig. 9. Illustration of on-demand SC video streaming (Multiple copies of the
same content with different quality levels are archived at the SC streaming
server, and adaptation is performed according to the end client conditions to
decide the video tier to request.)

video contents are typically generated with multiple copies
coded in different quality levels (e.g., spatial resolution, frame
rate, bitrate, etc.), to support the adaptive video streaming
services, in which subscribers could request the most suitable
version given the network and device conditions, such as
the bandwidth, display resolution, battery life, computing
capacity, etc.

SC transcoding is one of the most straightforward solutions,
where a high-quality bitstream can be utilized to produce
multiple bitstreams with reduced quality levels using different
combinations of spatial and temporal resolutions and bitrates.
The generated bitstreams can be chunked into video fragments
to feed in adaptive streaming frameworks, such as the HTTP
Live Streaming (HLS) [48], the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) [49], etc.

Intuitively, the overall SC transcoding complexity is roughly
n× the complexity of transcoding a single SC bitstream,
where n is the total number of different quality levels
required to be achieved at the streaming server. (Please note n
is a loose approximation, e.g., the transcoding may intro-
duce spatial and temporal resolution reduction.) Single-Input-
Single-Output (SISO) scheme is inefficient and it imposes
significant system complexity, buffer storage, processing delay,
and backbone bandwidth (since all SC video copies are likely
to be requested by the end users.) As an alternative, leveraging
on our previous work [50], we propose an SC Single-Input-
Multiple-Output (SIMO) framework, to transcode a single
high-quality SC video stream into multiple HEVC bitstreams
in different qualities. Exploiting the side information from
the incoming bitstream and the correlations among the output
videos, the re-encoding complexity is significantly reduced,
while simultaneously the coding efficiency is well-preserved.
Besides the computational complexity, the proposed frame-
work also reduces the system processing delay and poten-
tially would decrease the backbone network traffic from the
central SC content server to the edge tower, where the SIMO
transcoder is deployed to respond to different user requests.
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Different from [50], in this work, SIMO is implemented
between two heterogeneous bitstreams (i.e., SCC and HEVC).
The SC content characteristics and codec behaviors are taken
into account when we customize the SC transcoding algorithm.
In this work, we only consider the quality-based SCC-HEVC
transcoding, in which a high-quality HEVC-SCC bitstream
is transcoded into multiple HEVC bitstreams with reduced
qualities. Specifically, following the JCTVC common test
conditions [46], in our configuration, a high-bitrate SCC-
coded bitstream (i.e., coded with QP=22) is transcoded into
four HEVC bitstreams (i.e., QP=22, 27, 32, 37, respectively).
In [50], a simple yet effective heuristic is used to relate the
HEVC depth decisions among coding bitrates, as summarized
in (2), where d (L), d (H) and d (I) represent the coding depths
of the low bitrate, high bitrate and input bitrate, respectively.

d (L) ≤ d (H) ≤ d(I ) (2)

In our configuration, the same relationship holds among the
generated HEVC bitstreams, as shown in (3), where d (QP37),
d (QP32), d (QP27), d (QP22) denote the coding depths of
QP=37, 32, 27 and 22, respectively.

d (QP37) ≤ d (QP32) ≤ d(QP27) ≤ d(QP22) (3)

A similar approach as in [50] could be used to accelerate
transcoding. Firstly, the transcoder caches the coding depths of
QP=22 bitstream. To encode QP=37 bitstream, the maximum
coding depths can be narrowed down by (3). Finally, to
encode QP=27 and QP=32, the coding depth upper bound,
i.e., d(QP22), and lower bound, i.e., d(QP37), can be implicitly
retrieved from the previous coding decisions in QP=22 and
QP=37 bitstreams. Such approach is general and can be used
safely regardless of video contents. However, such framework
imposes sequential dependencies among generated bitstreams.
For example, to accelerate QP=27 encoding, depth decisions
of both QP=22 and QP=37 are needed. Therefore, this
approach is more useful for sequential transcoding and the
coding decisions need to be cached for future lookup during
transcoding.

In this work, a parallel transcoding scheme is proposed to
directly convert SCC bitstream into multiple HEVC bitstreams.
Based on our simulation statistics, the SC blocks are relatively
insensitive to QP settings. On one hand the partition decisions
of SC blocks coded with different QP settings are very similar.
On the other hand, a minor SC block partition mismatch will
not introduce visible BD-Rate difference. As demonstrated
in Figure 10, SC videos usually contain a large proportion
of “QP-insensitive areas” (QPIA). For Intra-frame coding
(in the central column), in “Desktop”, the QPIA percentage
is the highest (i.e., 94.31%). In “SlideShow”, the QPIA
percentage is the lowest but still significant (i.e., 67.06%).
In “QP-sensitive area” (QPSA), the majority of blocks are
coded in Intra-mode. For Inter-frame coding (in the right
column), the QPIA percentage varies depending on the con-
tent temporal variations. For example, the QPIA percentages
are 92% and 56% for “Desktop” and “Console” sequences,
respectively.

Accordingly, in our SIMO transcoding configuration, the
QP=22 HEVC bitstream can be directly transcoded using

Fig. 10. HEVC Decision Sensitivity Illustration between QP=22 and QP=37
Left: Sample Video Frames from “Desktop”, “Console”, “Map”, “SlideShow”;
Middle: Intra-frame Sensitivity Map using green blocks indicating consistent
mode and partition decisions between QP=22 and QP=37; Right: Inter-frame
Sensitivity Map using blue blocks indicating consistent mode and partition
decisions between QP=22 and QP=37.

TABLE VIII

QUANTIZATION SENSITIVITY THRESHOLD JUSTIFICATION COMPARED

WITH DEFAULT SETTING (α = 0.9, β = 0.5)

the default SISO algorithm as illustrated in Figure 5
(i.e., QP=22 SIMO and SISO cases are identical). For the
other bitstreams (i.e., QP=27, 32 and 37), additional mode
checking are applied over the partitioned blocks in the SCC
bitstream (with QP=22), particularly those blocks consisting
of “sensitive” sub-blocks, as illustrated in Figure 5 under the
SIMO workflow.

For Intra-frame coding, if the current block is mostly coded
with SCC-coded sub-blocks, the current block is more likely to
be a “QP-insensitive” SC block and can be directly partitioned.
Otherwise, if the current block is mostly coded with Intra
sub-blocks, this block is more likely a “QP-sensitive” natural
image block and therefore goes through the current level Intra
mode. For Inter-frame coding, if the current block contains
a large proportion of Intra sub-blocks, indicating there is no
good temporal matching block available, this block can safely
bypass the Inter mode at the current CU depth. If the current
block contains a large proportion of Skip or SCC mode,
such block is more likely to be a “QP-insensitive” SC block
and therefore can be directly partitioned.

For simplicity, we introduce two tuning parameters α and β,
as shown in Figure 5 under the SIMO workflow. α and
β are pre-defined percentage thresholds used to examine
the current block quantization sensitivity for Intra-frame and
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TABLE IX

CODING EFFICIENCY AND COMPLEXITY REDUCTION FOR SINGLE-INPUT-SINGLE-OUTPUT (SISO) SCC-HEVC TRANSCODING

Inter-frame, respectively. The two parameters can be tuned
to trade off the additional mode checking complexity and
the coding efficiency. As shown in Table VIII, larger α or
smaller β setting leads to additional Intra or Inter mode-bypass
and therefore boosts the complexity-saving, but compromises
the coding efficiency. Smaller α or larger β configuration leads
to additional mode checking at larger block sizes and there-
fore preserves the coding performance better but simultane-
ously degrades the complexity reduction. In our configuration,
α and β are chosen empirically with values of 0.9 and 0.5,
respectively.

Besides, our proposed SCC-HEVC transcoding algorithm
is self-adaptive. For example, if the matching block region
coding depths are adjusted due to the QP change, the cur-
rent IBC block coding depth will be automatically updated,
following our IBC mode mapping algorithms illustrated in
Figure 6 and 7.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our proposed SCC-HEVC fast transcoding framework is
evaluated and compared with HM-16.4 anchor software for
re-encoding performance evaluation.

For SISO configuration, 10 JCTVC standard SC sequences
are coded using SCM-4.0 following the CTC [46], with 4 QPs
(i.e., 22, 27, 32 and 37). At the transcoder, the SCC bitstreams

are decoded into individual YUV videos with side information
cached. Finally, our proposed transcoder will load the cached
side information and re-encode the decoded videos into HEVC
bitstreams in the same QP for AI and LD configurations.

For SIMO configuration, 10 JCTVC standard SC sequences
are coded using SCM-4.0 with QP=22. At the transcoder, the
SCC bitstream is decoded into a YUV video (corresponding to
QP=22) with side information cached. Finally, our proposed
transcoder will load the side information from the decoded
SCC bitstream and re-encode the decoded videos (correspond-
ing to QP=22) into HEVC using QP=22, QP=27, QP=32 and
QP=37, respectively, for AI and LD configurations.

The coding performances are evaluated using homogeneous
Windows 7 (64-bit) desktops with Intel-i5 CPU (2.67 GHz
dual cores) and 4GB RAM. The coding efficiency is measured
using BD-Rate [51]. The complexity saving is measured
directly using the relative reduction of the re-encoding times,
as defined in (4), where TAnchor is the re-encoding time using
HM-16.4 encoder software and TProposed is the re-encoding
time of our proposed framework.

�C = TAnchor − TProposed

TAnchor
× 100% (4)

Compared with HM-16.4 anchor re-encoding, our proposed
fast transcoding framework can achieve complexity reductions
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TABLE X

CODING EFFICIENCY AND COMPLEXITY REDUCTION FOR SINGLE-INPUT-MULTIPLE-OUTPUT (SIMO) SCC-HEVC TRANSCODING

of 51% and 49% for AI re-encoding and 82% and 76%
for LD re-encoding using SISO and SIMO configurations,
respectively. Given the space limitation, only the YUV-444
results are provided. However, the proposed framework can
be easily generalized to RGB4:4:4 color space and YUV4:2:0
sampling format. In Table IX and X, detailed simulation
results for SISO and SIMO configurations are provided. From
the experimental results, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

1. The proposed fast SCC-HEVC transcoding framework
achieves a remarkable transcoding speedup. Please note that
the proposed framework is purely software-based and therefore
can be further improved with hardware acceleration. Besides,
in this work, only the high-level framework is presented
without specifically optimizing individual encoding module.
Therefore, other fast video encoding or transcoding algorithms
can be incorporated into our framework for an additional
speedup.

2. The Intra-frame coding acceleration mainly comes from
Intra mode reuse and BV-based fast mode and partition
reuse. Besides, the fast directional Intra mode selection
over the PLT-coded blocks also provides a visible speedup
(i.e., ranging from 1%-5%). The speedup ratio also depends
on the contents. For sequences mainly coded in larger blocks,
e.g., “SlideShow”, the complexity reduction is more (≈70%),
whereas over sequences mainly coded using smaller blocks,
e.g., “Map”, the complexity reduction is less (≈50%).

3. The Inter-frame coding acceleration mainly comes from
the MV reuse and the CU fast bypass/termination. Since

SCC uses full-frame hash-based IBC search over CU8
blocks and Inter-frame hash-based motion search, the inher-
ited MVs from SCC bitstream sometimes outperform the
local ME results in the anchor HEVC configuration (with a
default search range of 64). Therefore, over some sequences
(e.g., “WebBrowsing”), we observe a significant BD-Rate
saving even after the transcoding acceleration. Besides, the
“motion vector relay” technique applied over IBC blocks
provides a significant speedup (i.e., ranging from 6%-18%),
depending on the IBC utilization in the Inter-frames.

4. The proposed transcoding framework outperforms anchor
HEVC Inter-frame coding significantly over the screen content
regions with dominant temporal changes (e.g., scene-cut).
As shown in Table IX, for “WebBrowsing” sequence,
a 48% BD-Rate saving is achieved after transcoding speedup.
This significant gain is achieved from several transition frames,
in which the inherited MVs from SCC bitstreams significantly
outperform the MVs derived from HEVC restricted motion
search. As illustrated in Figure 11, during the content tran-
sition (e.g., from 8th frame to 9th frame) in the webpage
bottom panel (as enclosed inside the red square), the Inter-
frame mode and partition distribution have changed drastically.
Since SCM uses hash-based IBC and Inter search, therefore
the inherited motion vectors are more accurate than anchor
HEVC ME candidates. Consequently, more blocks are skip-
coded or merge-coded and the bit-consumption is much lower
(as shown clearly from the heatmap). For this exemplar
transition frame, anchor HEVC spends 566344 bits while
our proposed transcoding algorithm only spends 164272 bits.
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Fig. 11. SCC-HEVC Transcoding Analysis of “WebBrowsing” (QP=22)
Top Left: 8th Frame; Top Right: 9th Frame; Mid Left: Anchor Transcoding
Mode and Partition Decisions; Mid Right: Proposed Transcoding Mode
and Partition Decisions; Bottom Left: Anchor Transcoding Bit-Allocation
Heatmap. Bottom Right: Proposed Transcoding Bit-Allocation Heatmap.
Red box: Intra-coded blocks; Green box: Inter-coded blocks; Blue box: low-
bit blocks; Orange box: high-bit blocks with color depth indicating bit-
consumption level.

Similar behaviors are also observed over “Desktop”, “Con-
sole”, etc.

5. For “Mixed-Content” Inter-frame coding, for example,
“MissionControlClip2”, “MissionControlClip3”, depending on
the content temporal variation locations, different behaviors
are observed. As shown in Figure 12, though the two SC
sequences appear similar, in “MissionControlClip2”, mainly
the natural region (e.g., the man enclosed in the red box)
has temporal motion, while the text region on the right side
is relatively static. In such case, the natural video region
is dominated by intra mode and inter mode with local
search. Therefore, after transcoding, we do not observe any
BD-Rate saving. This also applies for the “BasketballScreen”
sequence, in which the temporal motion is mainly located
in natural video regions (e.g., the basketball player window).
Over “MissionControlClip3”, a large proportion of text regions
have temporal motion instead. In such case, the inherited
motion vectors from SCC bitstream mostly outperform the
anchor HEVC local ME and therefore leads to a coding
efficiency improvement. To conclude, when transcoding the
SC regions (e.g., text, graphics, icon, etc.), the proposed MV
inheritance and MV relay schemes using side information
from SCC bitstream can outperform the anchor HEVC motion
estimation results, whereas when transcoding the natural video
regions (e.g., natural picture), the derived MV does not differ
much from the anchor HEVC motion derivation and therefore
does not introduce BD-Rate saving.

6. We investigate the source of the achieved complexity
reductions to understand the contributions from HEVC mode
reuse (e.g., Intra mode copy, Inter motion copy) and SCC
mode mapping (e.g., IBC block vector reuse, IBC motion
relay, PLT block mapping, etc.). As shown in Table XI,
for All-Intra configuration, beyond the Intra mode reuse
(i.e., transcoding SCC Intra-block to HEVC Intra-block), the

Fig. 12. Sample frames in “MissionControlClip2” (left) and
“MissionControlClip3” (right). Top and bottom: 1st and 11th frame, resp-
ectively. Red bounding boxes indicate regions with large temporal motion.

IBC block vector reuse and PLT mode index map direc-
tionality inference contribute to 23% additional complexity
reduction and introduce only 0.43% BD-Rate loss on average.
Since SCC mode usage is dominant in Intra-frame coding,
fast SCC mode mapping proves very effective. For Low-
Delay configuration, beyond the Intra mode reuse and Inter
motion reuse, the IBC motion relay technique contributes to
6% additional complexity saving and sometimes outperforms
HEVC default motion estimation with 1.10% average BD-Rate
saving. Compared with the Intra-frame statistics, the Inter-
frame complexity reduction is less, because a large proportion
of screen content blocks are encoded using Skip mode and the
SCC mode percentage is relatively small in Inter-frames.

7. The proposed parallel SIMO SC transcoding signifi-
cantly reduces the transcoding complexity, calculated using
the sum of the re-encoding times for 4 QP settings between
the anchor HEVC encoder and our proposed framework.
The overall complexity saving in SIMO configuration is
6% less than the SISO case due to the additional mode
checking over the partitioned blocks. For the sequences dom-
inated by temporal motion over SC region, e.g., “Desktop”,
“Console”, the proposed framework preserves the coding
performance better. For the sequences dominated by temporal
motions in the natural video regions, the proposed frame-
work introduces relatively larger but still marginal BD-Rate
losses, e.g., “SlideShow”, “BasketballScreen”, etc. Com-
pared with the basic FDFE transcoding solution (in which
the server can also distribute and transcode multiple video
tiers in different bitrates in parallel), the proposed SIMO
framework achieves up to 76% average complexity reduction
(as detailed in Table X). Compared with the other SIMO
fast transcoding framework proposed in [50], which uses the
block depth side information from other decoded bitstreams to
accelerate the current bitstream encoding, the proposed SIMO
solution makes fast decisions directly from the high-quality
source bitstream without any dependency on other bitstreams.
For example, following the transcoding order proposed in [50],
the video in intermediate quality requires and has to wait for
the coding depth decisions from both high-QP and low-QP
bitstreams before being fast transcoded. The video transcoded
earlier is less accelerated than the video transcoded later due to
the amount of available side information (e.g., coding depths).
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TABLE XI

CODING EFFICIENCY AND COMPLEXITY REDUCTION COMPARED WITH DIRECT INTRA MODE REUSE AND INTER MOTION REUSE

In contrast, the proposed SIMO framework in this work is
entirely paralleled and therefore can significantly reduce the
end-to-end processing delay.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a novel HEVC-SCC fast transcoding solu-
tion is presented to efficiently bridge the state-of-art HEVC
standard and its screen content coding (SCC) extension.
Based on extensive statistical studies and mode mapping tech-
niques utilizing side information extracted from the decoded
SCC bitstream, the proposed transcoding framework can effi-
ciently determine the corresponding HEVC mode and parti-
tion. Compared with the direct transcoding solution reusing
Intra mode and Inter motion, the proposed mode map-
ping scheme introduces additional 23% and 6% complexity
reductions for All-Intra and Low-Delay configurations with
0.43% BD-Rate loss and 1.10% BD-Rate saving, respec-
tively. Our transcoding framework achieves 51% and 81%
re-encoding complexity reductions under All-Intra and Low-
Delay configurations, compared with the direct “Full-
Decoding-Full-Encoding” solution. We also extend the
proposed solution to support the single-input-multiple-
output (SIMO) transcoding and achieve 49% and 76%

complexity reductions under All-Intra and Low-Delay
configurations, respectively. The future studies include SIMO
extensions to support spatial and temporal transcoding and
other standards (e.g., H.264/AVC, VP9, etc.).
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